Digital Transformation Solution
Utilizing the power of Artificial Intelligence and the technological advantages of Cloud & IoT technologies.

METIS CYBERSPACE TECHNOLOGY SA was established in 2016 and in less than 4 years since its establishment, has managed to make a significant impact in the Global Maritime Industry based on a team of skilful engineers and researchers with considerable mechanical & naval engineering expertise, technological competence and extensive business know-how in shipping.

Why customers use METIS
- Data driven support for Claims Handling
- Preventive insights to avoid basic component failure (ex. Main Engine Analysis)
- Consumption monitoring and optimisation
- Optimisation of operational efficiency through assessment, monitoring and prediction of the vessel performance (per voyage)
- Unified reporting across all departments

“OLYMPIC SHIPPING with 31 vessels and 3 new buildings, has selected METIS platform for all our vessels due to the Data warehouse technology and the fully automated data Acquisition system. We are convinced that in the digital age, METIS human-like interface for Remote Monitoring and Vessel Performance Analysis, increases even more our daily efficiency and helps us utilize a state-of-the-art technology with significant future benefits for our company.”

George Karageorgiou - President & CEO of Olympic Shipping (Onassis Group)